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A limited flight evaluation on the XV-3 convertiplane was conducted

at Edwards Air Force Base between 21 May and 3 July 1959. Thirty-

eight test flights were made during this period for a total of 29. 6 hours

of flight time. A brief STOL, evaluation was conducted at Bakersfield,

California, on 30 June 1959. Forty complete conversions to airplane

flight and twenty gear shifts to the more efficient low propeller rpm

were made.

These tests were conducted at the request of Headquarters Air

Research and Development Command, Directorate of Systems Manage-

ment, reference ARDC Letter .T)ZSCM dated 1 May 1959.

The XV-3 demonstrated tha, the tilt-rotor VTOL concept is

operationally practical with safety and complexity comparable to

helicopters. The versatility while operating at intermediate

conversion angles was excellent. During the flight evaluation there

were no maneuvers attempted that were not safely completed. Full

deflection aileron rolls, steep turns, and stalls.were easily accomplished.

Rotor-propeller operation was successfully accomplished over a wide

range of rpm (Z50 to 600), power on and off, without any apparent

rotor-propeller instability. Additional features that are considered to

provide highly desirable characteristics for any VTOL aircraft are the

power-off reconversion capability, good STOL capability, very low

vi-bration levels, non-dependence on electronic augmentation for

stability, low downwash velocity and excellent reliability.

Several unacceptable deficiencies were noted during the test

program. The most important question, however, is whether these

deficiencies are hardware problems peculiar to the XV-3 itself, or

whether they are inherent deficlenc.es in any tilt-rotor VTOL design.

It is felt that caution must be exercised in assigning an,'deficiency

to a basic configur:t.on before all the data has been reduced and

analyzed In ILtal. Furthermore, some of the problem areas must



* - be investigated in more detail before they can be completely defined.

Some of the unacceptable deficiencies of the XV-3 are. the

lateral instability in hovering flight in ground effect; the sudden require-

ment for a large increase in power as hovering flight is approached;

weak lateral-directional dynamic stability and longitudinal and

directional controllability in the low speed, low conversion angle

regime; excessive blade flapping during longitudinal and directional

maneuvering in airplane flight; weak longitudinal dynamic sEabilicy

in airplane flight at dive speeds; and the high parasite drag.

Correction of the present deficiencies in a future design should

yield a practical VTOL, capable of operating from unprepared landing

sites, with good low speed handling qualities and performance

(comparable to modern helicopters), and satisfactory stability and

performance characteristics in airplane flight,
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- DESCRIPTION OF THE AIRCRAFT

The XV-3 convertiplane is a fixed mid-wing monoplane with a two-

bladed semi-rigid rotor mounted in each wing tip pylon. The rotors may

be tilted 90 degrees by electrically powered, linear actuators in the

wing tip pylons. *The convertiplane maintains a conventional attitude in

all flight regimes. It has a conventional empennage with an added

ventral fin and uses skid landing gear. A single R-985 Pratt and

Whitney reciprocating engine, mounted in the fuselage, provides power.

Power is transmitted from the central transmission to the rotor masts

by torque tubes located in the wing. The cockpit contains typical helicopter

controls plus con' ersion controls and instruments. The longitudinal,

lateral, and collective controls are hydraulically boosted. There are

no "black boxes" for stability augmentation in the XV-3.

OP ER AT ION

The XV-3 flight envelope is divided into 'three basic regimes:

helicopter, partial conversion, and airplane. Take-off and landing,

hovering, and low speed flight are accomplished as a helicopter. The

airplane configuration is used for cruise and high speed flight. For

some particular low level missions it is possible that flying at an

intermediate conversion angle will prove advantageous from the stand-

point of safety and maneuvering flexibility.

In helicopter flight the laterally displaced twin rotors, turning

at 532 rpm, provide forward thrust and lift. For hovering and low

speed, longitudinal control is provided by cyclic pitch, directional

control by differential cyclic pitch and lateral control by differential

collective pitch.

A switch on the cyclic stick operates the electrical, linear, wing

tip actuators which ti.lt or convert the rotor masts. Duiing conversion,

as airspeed increases, the wang provdes an Dr.reasing proportnon of

the lift. The high rotor rpm gear ratio, used for helicopter flight, is
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maintained throughout conversion. As the rotor tilts forward from

0 degrees, the longitudinal cyclic control and the differential cyclic

cohtrol diminish linearly to a locked-out position at 90 degrees: I"
conversion angle. Conventional surface controls, ailerons, rudder,

and elevator are used for airplane flight. These surface controls

operate at all times.

For airplane flight, a large amount of collective pitch is required.

Most helicopters require about 15 degrees of rotor blade pitch change

compared to about 45 degrees for the XV-3 convertiplane in airplane

flight. This 45 degree change in rotor blade angle is provided by three

mechanical features. First, the pilot can change the blade pitch a

total of 15 degrees by operating a typical collective pitch stick.

Secondly, a mechanical linkage linearly and automatically adds 15

degrees of blade pitch as the rotor masts are converted from

helicopter to airplane configuration. Thirdly, the pilot can change the

blade pitch by 15 degrees by operating a mechanical system incorporated

in the collective control system called a collective pitch "range shift".

The pilot can "beep" or can continuously add blade pitch by operating

the range shift toggle switch which operates an electrically driven

actuator that drives the mixing linkages in the collective control system.

In airplane flight it is desirable, for most missions, to shift

gears to a lower more efficient rpm range. The gear shift procedure

is to reduce power, disengage the hydraulic clutch thereby allowing

the overrunning clutch to drive the rotors., lower iotor pm by apoivlng

collective pitch, and then restore power.

LIMITATIONS RELATIVE TO THE TEST PROGRAM

The original design gross weight. approximately 4700 pounds,
was not realized, With one pilot full fuel load (600 pounds) z.-ld

AFFTC's instrumentation installed (160 pounds) the XV-3 wiOi have

-



grossed 5200 pounds. This high gross weight definitely prohibited

hovering. In an effort to reach a hovering capability, the gross weight

was reduced to 4600 pounds by using only partial fuel load and by re-

moving the heavier instrumentatian components. However, even by over-

reving the engine 300 rpm, only a very marginal hovering capability

was realized at Edwards Air Force Base (elevation Z300 feet) during the

'warm month of May (approximately 20 degrees Centigrade). Further-

more with the instrumentation installed, a practical fuel load (275

pounds for I hour endurance), and with increasing temperatures, it was

apparent that an STOL technique was required regardless of the test

location. A short qualitative hovering evaluation was conducted at

Fort Worth in the cool month of January with the gross weight reduced

to about 4600 pounds.

Earlier the contractor had briefly evaluated the STOL performance

of the XV-3 using four sets of dual rubber wheels externally attached

to the landing skids. Due to the weight of these wheels (about 90 pounds)

and the added parasite drag, it was deemed advisable to develop new

small metal wheels and incorporate r hem inside the skid tubes. In this

regard, the contractor fabricated four 5 inch OD metal wheels weighing

a total of only 20 pounds. These metal wheels were installed and checked

out at Edwards Air Force Base by the contractor. Except for the

STOL evaluation a, Bakersfield, California, these metal wheels were

utilized throughout the L[mited flight evaluation.

Due to the lack of a hovering capability, marginal performance

in airplane configuration, and the limited nature of the test program it

was impractical ro try to determine the effects of weighc or cenrer of

gravity changes. Except for the STOL evalua,on, all tests were

conducted a,, approximately 4850 pounds gross weight and at esgerriaily

a mid-center of grav:rv

All rest- work was conducted with ,he wing struts on and ridlv

lozked- . The higb parasite drag of rh: se wing struts reduced

'The copntactor had prev ously ,onducled sorne ests using a nmechanism

which permired in-fbght locking and unlocking of tbe wing struts,
3
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.performane, especially at high speeds.

SYMBOLISM FOR CONFIGURATIONS

Due to the multitude of variables that change the test configuration

i of this cbnvertiplane, the following aymbolism is included for ease of

discussion:

H Helicopter, 0 degrees conversion angle, high rotor

rpm gear ratio (532 rpm at 2300 engine rpm), optimum

flap position (up for take-off, landing, and auto-

rotation, 20 degrees down elsewhere).

C30 (or C15, C45, etc.) -- Rotor masts converted 30 degrees

(or 15, or 45, etc.) from vertical, high rotor rpm gear

ratio, optimum flap position (20 degrees down).

AH Airplane flight, 90 degrees conversion angle, high

propeller rpm gear ratio, optimum flap position
(20 degrees down).

A Same as Ali except low propeller rpm gear ratio.

4



TEST RESULTS ' '

COCKPIT

In general the cockpit is satisfactory for a research test-bed

vehicle. Entrance is accomplished without undue difficulty; the seat

is comfortable for short range missions. The pilot had access to all

controls with shoulder harness locked with the exception of the pedal

adjustment levers which had to be positioned on the ground. The over-

: all visibility was good in all directions except downwards over the nose.

This lack of visibility is serious for any VTOL or STOL aircra'ft that

is designed to operate from unprepared sites. The cockpi, is roomy

enough to easily accommodate a 200 pound pilot. The instruments are

well placed. Noise levels (118 decibels when hovering with maximum

power) are satisfactory when normal helicopter ear protection is used.

Noise levels in forward flight were qualitatively judged to be less 'and

the pilot reported noise levels quite comfortable. Ventilation dur:ng

ground operation or during h-)ver was poor. In forward flight,

ventilation was provided by an irntake in the nose ;hat directed air flow

on the inside of the canopy which proved very satisfactory.
Two unsatisfactory areas. especially for a production ver;:on, i-1e

the large number of p:lot controls required for normal ffhght opera+ion

and the ejection system. In routine flight the pilot must operate the

collective stick, the throttle twist grip, the collective pitch rarge

shift switch, and the gear shift switch with the left band. The right

hand operates the conventional cyclic sock, flap position button,

lateral trim button, radio switci, and conversion button. In addi,:on

there are the usual engine, engine accessory, and radio controls;

and the controls for emergency recon',ersjon, and emergency collective

p:tch range sh:ft. TV- pricnary objection is not ,he fact that there are

too many controls ins.alled n Jhe cockpit! ,r is that the pilot i5 required

to manipulate too maor' controls -nd watch, too many nstruments dur.ng

some flight maneuvers, for example dirng a gear sh,h. P- is

quesi'orable wbether even an above-aetage p:lo, covild correctl,



minipulate all the controls during emergency situations. It should

be mentioned that. several of these controls and cockpit procedures

could be eliminated or simplified by mechanical design in a

production vehicle. The use of free turbine engines with speed

governors in future designs may also offer advantages for cockpit

procedures.

The escape system, the second unsatisfactory item, is a down-

ward escape system with seat and pilot egress assisted only bf a

bungee cord system. As in the F-104 it is unsatisfactory because

ejection is downward; the pilot must free himself from the seat; and

it is improbable that the bungee cord system would even fire the pilot

and seat out of the cockpit if the aircraft is rotted on its side -3r

inverted to any degree. The pilot would stand the chance of

encountering the large rotors when escaping during uncontrolled rolling

or sidestipping. An upward ejection system appears desirable for this

configuration.

STARTING AND ROTOR ENGAGEMENT

All starts were made using an external power source. A battery

is installed in the a.rcraft which theoret'cally will start the engine.

However, this battery was kept at its highest potential in case of an

ih-flight emergency where it would be used for range shifting and

reconversion. The starting procedure is standard for an R-985

engine. Engine starting was usually accomplished with t.e clutch

control in low rpm position where the rotors are driven directly

by gearing which by-passes the clutch (this increases clutch life) ar~d

then positioning the clutch to the high rpm position after rotor speed

had reached approximately 300 rpm.

6
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GROUND HANDLING

With either .he large dual rubber wheels or the smalt metal

wheels, directional control on the ground was almost nonexistrnt.

Consequently, all take-offs and landings were conducted into the wind

except for crosswi.nds of less than 5 knots. Du'ing one landing in a

5 knot crosswind (touchdown at about 20 knots lAS), full rudder pedal

did not prevent I.e aircraft from weather vaning Ineo r-.e wind. Landing

on a narrow runway in a 5 knot or more crosswind could lead to a

dangerous situatton.

On either se, of wheels the aircraft could easity be ,axied forward

or backward in a straight line using cyclic control or, for forward taxt,

by using 5 to 15 degrees of conversion. When using the small metal

wheels, att.achable dual rubber ground handling wheels proved

satisfactory for ground handbng. When the large rubber STOL wheels

were installed, the ground handling wheels could not be utilized.

Due to lack of hovering performance and directional control, no

attempt was made to evaludte the characteristi(s of the skid tubes

sliding on the ground.

Rotor clearance between the ground and the rotors was satisfactorv.

Ground personnel shouLd exercise normal caution when approaching the

cockpit as 'he rotors are decelerating 1:o a stop. Care must be used by

the pilot, when grolnd checking the conversion uni s so the roors do not

strike the ground or personneL. A maxmum of C25 was used during

ground check w:'h roors operat.ng.

HELTCOPTER CONF:GURATION

Hover:

The high test gross weight, (4850 pounds) and test elevation (2300

feet) prevented free hovering fl1iYL. To obsin ,hovering performance a

hoverin s ria was ,,sed. This rig consised of a small loadm pla'form

that cou!d be ra-sed from ground te'.'l 'o a heg, of 13 fe', (w),!ch pta,

a



the XV-3 d.it of'ground effect), and~the skid tubes of rhc airc4:.aft rigidly
attached to a piece of boiler plate wb.'ch rested on four load celit. The
four load cell readings we're recorded on ani oscillgraiph. This hover-
ing data shows thatat full, throttle (about 450 BHP), 2400 engine rpm
(555 rotor rpm), at 3650 feet density altitude with flaps up, the XV-3
can(1) lift-off the ground at approxima'eLv 4730 pounds gross we..ght,
and (Z) hover at 4200 pounds gross weight ,j, a 13 foot skid heig1-'.

Under the samne conditions, lowering the flaps 60 degrees at the 0 foot

skid height perrmis lit-off at about. 4780 pounds gross weight. Thus it

appears that 60 degree flaps decieases the load of the downwash on
the wing by about 50 pounds. (The contractor estimates that the total
hovering download on the wing (flaps up) is about 400 pounds.)

The followirg qualitative statements were obtained from the AFFTC
pilot during farrn-.hartzation flights at Fort Worth (elevation about 69a
feet) where a hove ring skid height. of 6 to 8 feet could be sustained
dur ing the~ col r~otl'th of JarusL z :~o:.~K c:. da ;r. c,3

When hove rirg c Lose to --he qrcurd, +1e XV-3 exhibirs ar, erra-:

tendency to darr later ally. In addikion to this phenomenhon a roll
oscitLat~on persist s9 when hover:ing close to the ground It. is be~jved
that these charac.terist-cs are due to non-unifor.-n changes jr 1je down-
wash flow pattern. Above a 5 foot skid height, ihese phenomena
disappear and stabilized hover over a spa' can be accompii-ed withou f
difficultyv Hovering utr'ns over a spot arnd !otr speod side"'ad ard
rearward lighbt~s we re accomplished.

When hovering with a 10 knot tail wird, a large amount of back

cyclic control wis requwr#d .0 hold poa:"o . o'.er thei Baround.

The differentiaL c vchc ised for dirvrc-ional control wvas Insufficen!
in initial response. Tbi's is charac'er;.sic. of tandem hel.copters

and it 4fj qliestijonioble wbs ha er this corfrgura?,-on -- oisd eve

optizm*um resfponse :it'3'~ howe-.ter. cort'roi would be tpct'J)

8
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increasing the total differential cyclic available plus changing the

mechanics of the control system to provide an increased response for

a given pedal input.

When nearing the power required for hovering lift-off the aircraft

reacts with a lateral oscillation that is disturbing to the pilot. During

the tests at Edwards Air Force Base full take-off power was not

applied until a ground roll was establis),ed. As translational lift was

entered, full power was applied. This technique was used to avoid the

aircraft lateral instabilities in the hovering regime.

It was noted by the pilot that increased power was required for

hovering with a 10 knot crosswind as would be expected with the rotors

in this "tandem" position.

T ransirion:

At low forward speeds (15 to 20 knots) there is a longitudinal

stick position reversal. This characteristic was anticipated for

safety by the pilot for each take-off, The backside of the speed power

curve (speed-O between hover and best climb speed) is very steep.

providing good forward acceleration and STOL capability. It is

believed that this sharp drop in power (from hovering power) results

from the reduction in induced power which occurs due to the aspect

ratio effect of the side-by-side rotor configuration.

The reverse effect encountered when landing was even more

pronounced, As hovering flight is approached (approximately 10 knots

IAS) there .s a sudden requirement for an additional 9 to 10 inches Hg

MAP. Even though anticipating 'Ims cctidittor., the pilot found it nearly

impossible to prevent the aircraft from suddenly tosing 2 or 3 feet of

altitude before 3ufficlent po,,:er for stabilized hover could be obtained,

This characteristic is undtirable aid should be constdored a safet'

of flght item for airctaft combining marginal hovering performance

9



and poor how speed'control~characreristics. The pilot is given some

compensation from the damping provided by #.he rotor Jn descent plus

the low power required during an approach. Furthermore, rotor

inertia can be used to reduce the descert ra'e in the event the a:r,.raft

starts to "fall through". But in any case the combination of the sudden

demand for power, poor low speed stabillv and controltability, and

skid landing gear dictate tha. this be labeled a safety of flight item

for the XV-3. This sudden power requirement has been noticed on the

H-21 and HSL during a 90 degr.ee sideslip approach and in the McDonnell

XHJD-1, which had laterally displaced rotors. In fac., XHJD-1 pilots

found that this condition could be avoided by approaching hover -"-h

large sideslip angles.

Take-off and landing pt-r-formance -is d.scussed under STOL

evaluation.

Level FIihP',

At. 4850 pounds weigh,., 5000 feet ders.,v altiude, using ?0 d,-tree

flaps, Vmax is 75 knots TAS and Vmjn abou. 15 knot.s in configralion

H. Minimum power required occurs at 45 knots. The backside oi ,be

speed-power curve is very steep due ,.o ,he aspect ratio effect previousLy

mentioned; the high speed sid, of ,h, curve is al.so quite seep because

of the large parasite drag (high speed requires severe rose down

fuselage attAtude) and negative lP, on the wing. At hig.er airspedQ

(about. 60 knots [AS) a. ,wo per reobrj::or A,ibra,:on becomes apparen,.

believed to be revreat.-ng btadt, sta!l. Tle magnisude of th:s v.br.I.:on

increased as atrspeed ,rcreased to an -,¢or%, leve, at 0 1 -Cr'

lAS. A small convers:.on angle grea.tv :.mproved 'his cond~tion as w-

be discussed l.ters.

*It sho Ge e', , ... -, o , ,.- ,or dfo-o -o, consider ro' f:-a o, "i
a normal flight ,orj&,,or -r' Jiqhr r .prpi rt-gim( but recommtuo&
of at least CIO,

10



Stability and controllablity are sat:sfactory except at, low speeds

(below 35 knots IAS). At low speeds a divergent long-period directional

oscillation is apparent.. The amplitude of 'his oscillation can increase

to the point where the tail swings into the rotor wash, promptly inducing

pitch-up. This oscillation can be suppressed by constant maniptlation

of the directional control. The dihedral effect is negative. Longitudinal

dynamic stability was excellent above 40 knots . At 25 knots or lower

a pitching oscillat..dn was present.. It was virtually impossible for the

pilot to longltudinally stabilize the aircraft in this low speed regime.

The lateral control response was good. The directional control response

was poor. This condition plus poor direct-:onal stability resulted in a

poor control balance about all three axis. Even though the flying qualities

are poor in the low speed region the XV-3 can be safely operated in all

normal maneuvers.

Auto rot a. on.:

The best conf.guraion for autorora.on appears to be with the

masts vertical and the flaps up, although insufficient quantitative data

was obtained to positively determine the best flap position. Typical

values of rate of sink are as follows:

Configuration Flaps Altitude Rotor LAS Rate of Descent
t f rpm kt fpm

H Up 4750 570 45 1780

H Up 4750 570 55 1695

H Up 4750 5'0 65 1750

C1.0 Tp 4750 560 55 1910

It is seen .hat. minimum autoro t a'ive descent is about 1695 fpcn

at 55 knots IAS wilh the mas vertical, The above ,es, s were

conduc'.ed or 570 ro',or rpm for corsistency. As. CIO hcrever, onlv

560 rpn c.o,ld t ob'arn, fMaxm'nim toor speed w.t c.in be

II



realized with the masts vertical and at 55 knots is 600 rpm. However,
stabilized rotor speed decreases as airspeed is increased above 55 knotb

due to the wing carrying more lift., thereby unloading the rotort. At

the lower autorotation rpm and higher spe~ed conditions (above 75 knots)

the aircraft has an annoying shake. At CIO this condition is worse. T;':,

may be caused by fxc, ss!.ve blade flapping. Lateral stability dter~o-,'c5

in low speed auto ro'.3.e ffight, poss:.bLy- because stailed flow from "he

wing passes through the rotors. Directional control is reduced and a

roll oscillation it; very pronounced.

An actual autorotative landing was conducted with the masts

vertic al. Touchdown speed was approx--mately 30 knots :AS on -e duaL

rubber wheels. The flare from about. 60 knots was effective and

no problem area was noted,

Autorotan-ors were qualital-!velv evallilated at CIS. Though no

criticaL problem developed a?. this Mier conversion angie, it ;aco *':

unde3irable for autorotation becadise the sink rate is higher. rotor rpm

is lower, and there is a lack of sufficient longitudina! control, espectaliy

for flares. (the longWfldin.al cYclic control washes out Inearly with

conversion angle).-
Entry ro au t oroat'or. frota i ~rp~a,,e flighr is discussed under

"Conversions anrd Re -conversion Sll.

The XV-3 tail cor~Iiguration w:..t-h 1"en-ral fmr removed approaches

the ideal for au'orotation landing-s. T)-.e swop -ulp tal! alows maxiimu'n

flare possibiiies and ro~rgo,, c Ie;'-ance :9 suUic'env lg) irr-

nearly )mposs.:.ble foi trhe 'o'os .o s-,jke th'e gro-ird Tl'e Ivje-all,

displaced rovors gave v#-ry good performarce for s'opp-ng s~nk raoo

and forwa rd speed, Rigid O1id near !s 9n d--c:ded di sad ivag for

autorot'ations who.n mak:ng flos Y~lah la",d-nqs

L 4



SOME CHARACTERISTICS OF THE XV.3 AT THE LNTERM*EDIATE

CONVERSION ANGLES

Climb:

With the added variable, conversion angle, many climb

configurations are possible. The following table summarizes climb

performance at one altitude, 6000 feet, 4850 pounds gross weight, and

using 20 degree flaps (optimum).

Configuration Speed for Best Rate of Climb Rate of Climb
_AS - kt fpm

Cis 57 450

C25 60 650

C30 60 725

C35 65 685

C45 '75 535
C55 80 350

At all altitudes from 4000 to 9000 feet, maximum rate of climb

was obtained using C30. The highest recorded rate of cljmb at 4850

pounds gross weight was 1000 fpm at. 4000 feet altitude and 60 kro~s

IAS. Even though tle wing will soall at about 55 knots IAS using C30,

400 to 500 fpm rate of climb could be obtained with the wing stalled.

For conversion angles greater than C30, the best climb speed was

just above the wing stall speed.

Reasons for not climbing at conversion angles greater than C55

were:

I. Longitudinal control was decreased to a marginal level

due to cyclic washot, with conversion angte.

2. FuseLage at..ude became utzomfortably nose high at

low speeds.

3. Visibility was poor.

4. Rates of clrm ' w.ere poor.

" 1"



Stabilitv during climb waq acceptable. Responses to longi.udinal

pulse inputs were essentially deadbeat, except in the low speed, small

conversion angle regime as previously mentioned.

Adverse yaw-rol coupling was apparent and was more pronounced

in the lower conversion angles.

Level Flight and Stalls:

The XV-3 can easily be flown 4in level fPight at any conversion

angle. At the lower conversion angles a, low altitudes, and ar. the large

conversion angles at all altitudes, maximum speeds are limited by

power available. At higher altitudes (7000 to 10, 000 feet) and at rhe

lower conversion angles (H to C15 degree) retreating blade stall occurs,

as evidenced by increased vibration, prior to full power but does -ot

affecr, control or ttab.ty. M.n.:mum prac...al speeds shou).d be

considered to be lim--lted b, w.ng stall above C25 and by power a,ailble

below C25, although leve( flight may be continued below saL! speeds at

intermediate conversion, angles b v add)tional power. Ir, tiis case -,e

rotors are. dragg-mng .nhe wng "along lor 'he ride". Typ,c..i values of

maximum and minimum level fligbr speeds at 5000 fee'. olritude,

4850 pounds gross weight, 20 degree flaps are as follows:

Confi&urati.on VM' TAS- kt Vma x TAS - kr

H 15 75

cis 23 100

C30 65 106

C45 78 107

C60 88 106

C75 94 103

A1I 98 101

A 95 112

14



It is noted that Vmx is essential'y the same from CIS to Ali. That

is, the speed power curves essential~y fall on top of each other in the

Vmax regime in this power limied aircralt.

At speeds above 35 knots stab±ility and controllability are acceptabi.

at C30. There 1.s some pronounced adverse yaw-roll effect at this

conversion angle. Alt C 0 this adverse yaw effect is still apparent but

is diminished to an acceptable level. Lateral control appotars, moo.

effective at C30.

Wing stall chara.eristlcs are good !rom C25 "'o AH (tewing carnzA

be noticeably stalled below C25). A typical mid buffee: occ-ars with stall

and the stall is mild with no rolling tendency. It is not necessary: for *he

pilot lo cautiously safeguard against stall because it is iconsequer.,A'.

if the wing does 5~L.S'gho conversion an~gles provide %:emendous

improvement over the hel-copler conriguration in szabillity, control,

vi bra.--on levels and speed capab2A"'.

Descents.

Partial power and power-off descen.,ts wcre conduc:ed at CIS, C3C,

G45, C60 and C75. Wfth par't1aI powef.r the characteristics were satisfactory.

With power-off severe b-affet0 due to wing stall. was the primary lrmiting

factor. The pilot was forced to abort some steep power-off descents at

C30 to C75 due .-o severe buffet, although t -e rotcr rpm co-uld be maIrnta--ned.

During descents at mid cornversion an~gles with the wing stalled, lateral

stability and controll~abil.ity was reduced. If the airspeed is mairtafrted a

90 knots IAS or greater &he stallabuffet is absent or mi.nimi.zed. At CIS

or below tne al.rcraft shakes in a high power descert at low airspeeds,

probably from be)-..ng in its own ro,.or %washx is ~s comimon to alL heilcop~erfl.

As previouisly rnentioned at C 15 and lowv speeds, longitu~r.cd1 and

directional control are inadequatep preve~nting a precision low speed

approack..
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* Steady state and transient blade flapping were as high in partial

power descents as in any other regime (9 to 10 degrees omt of possible

11.5 were recorded).

Conversions and Reconversions:

One outstanding feature of the XV-3 is that conversions and

reconversions can be made, either in "beeped" steps or continuously

from any flight conditmon. There is no lim;!ng combination of airspeed,

conversion angle. fuselage angle, altitude, wing stall, power setting

or trim position schedule required for conversion. In addition to a

myriad of conversion steps, the following continuous conversions and/

or reconversions were conducted.

Conversion and reconversion holding altitude.

Conversion holding airspeed (starting from CIS).

Conversion and reconversion adding collective pitch range shift

at intermediate angles.

Conversion and reconversion without adding collective pitch range

shift.

Conversion and reconversion during a standard rate turn.

Conversion and reconversion starred during a climb.

Conversion and reconversion during descents.

Conversion and reconversion wirh the wing stalled.

Conversion and reconversion by a p~lor during his first flight in

the XV-3 (made by Captan W. J. Hodgson using the step technique).

Reconversion, power-off, from C45 t~o H without a flare.

Reconversion, power-off, from C45 to H with a flare at CZ5.

Reconversion, power-off, from Ali w&:rhout flare.

Reconversion, power-off. from A with flare at CZ5.

Conversion at 10,000 feet altitude.

Conversion and reconversion at 600 feer altitule.
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None of these tests revealed a serious problem area. Rotor

behavior and a,rcraft behavor were very satisfactory. No large

control changes, stability changes, or prohibitive blade flapping

effec, s were noted. A continuous conversion requ~res about 11 seconds.

Additional comments are in order for the power-off reconversions.

After conducting rume-rous full throttle reconversions reduced-power

reconversions were made at 25, 20 ard 15 inches Hg MAP. Prior to

this testing, the major concern was whether the rotor rpm would

drop to a dangerously low value as t-e mast angl.e went from C45 to

C30. In this area the flow must change from driving a windmilling

propeller to upward flow tlrough the rotor for autorotation. There

is thus an area where the rotor is not being driven aerodvnamically.

The reconversiorn a" only 15 inches Hg MAP ,r.d:cated that there was

a tendency for the rotor rpm to drop in this area; however, the rotor

decay was not of a prohibitive magnitude.

The first power-off reconversion from airplane flight, high rotor

rpm ratio, to a iorota-ion in hel.opter conf.gura-ion was conducted

at about 4775 po,.nds gross weight, a cg 0. 3 .4nchea af' of neutral,

20 degree flaps: power at. idle with an engine rpm of 1700, starting

at 90 knots IAS, '1800 feet pressure alt:.ude, OAT 16 degrees C. The

reconversion was continuous. From AH to C60 the wing was stalled

due to the low starting !AS. At the smaller conversion .!ngles

(C30 to H) the rotor rpm dropped from the 550 starting value to

about 440 rpm and 9l.en :nc.reased Io 0-,e normal value (600 rpm) as

helicopter autoo.r. ~onwas entered. Severa seconds after autoroation

was entered and 3,;bilized the .It&mv'er read 6"100 feet. Thus -he

first power-off reconversior and en'rv .'uo stabilized autorolalion

required about 1500 fee'.. The p.'oi made no attempt to flare the

ship duiri"nq th, r,,-conversion to , r,,oiie ,hr- ro'or Tp and decrease

the aw.ude i0t..

17



The second power-off reconversion was started from airplane

flight operating in the low rotor rpm gear ratio (324 rpm). Condit:ons

were 4790 pounds gross weight, a cg 0. 3 inches aft of neutral, 20 degree

flaps, idle power at 1450 rpm, starting at 5000 feet altitude, OAT 23

degrees C and 90 knots IAS. Stall buffet again occurred during the first

part of the reconversion. There were no control, stability, or vibration,

problems. The lowest rotor rpm during the maneuver was 435,

occurring at about C10. Autorotation was established at 4200 fees

altitude, Rate of sink was 2000 fpm from AH to CZ5 and only 600

fpm (due to flare) at H. The two factors which minimized the altitude

loss (only 800 feet this time compared to 1500 on the first attempt)

where a flare at the lower conversion angles (started about C25) and

the fact that 4200 fee' altitude corresponds to just entering helicopter

autorotation -- not a stabilized autoror.aion as in the first test.

It is thus concluded that power-pff reconversion and entry into

stabilized autoro.avion can be made comfortably th a 10Q0 foot

altitude loss provided a flare is executed during the reconversion.

It is recommended that the airspeed at the starr. of the reconversion

be at least 95 knots LAS. At slower speeds the wing will stall during

the first pa.rt of the recon,,ersion. The stall is accompanied by

buffeting and a high sink rate which increases the blade flapping.

Power loss was simulated at. intermediate conversion angles by

reducing the power to idle. It was expected that the most crirical

area. for rpm behavior would be from approximately C45 to C30

Thi3 wa3 not ,he case, zince rotor rpm decay did no, become appreciable

until C25 or less, prog-essivelv increasing as H was approached I .

H the rotor decay, folowing power loss is average for a helicopier.
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SOME CHARACTER-STICS OF THE XV -3 IN AIRPLANE FLIGHT

Level Flight at High Propeller RPM Gear Ratio:

eAt test gross wedght (4850 pounds) level flight could nct be obtained

at altitudes above 5000 feet. At lower altitudes wing stall occurred at

98 knots TAS with Vmax about 101 knots. Thus the level flight speed

envelope was only about 3 knots. In smooth air the vibration level is
16w. The aircraft responds peculiarLy to gusts in that the aircraft

seems abruptly d.sturbed r'a her than "riding through" a disturbance

as do most airplanes. These abrupt disturbances consist of

accelerations along the longitudinal axis. Pilots found !his unusual

phenomenon qui.te weird but not frightful after famillarization. In

addition, the a'rcraft responds to gusts with a yawing motion. In low

propeller rpm t!:s phenomenon was reduced. One possible explananton

for th.i s effect is shat the gusts are imposed o. the propellers

unsymmetrically.

There was essentialiv no climb capab.lity in this config.ra,.cn unde-

test conditions during .he warm. mon~h of Tur.e.

S-abiti ',,,as cxcel.,er' -bo '. all aXes. Rcipo, . rc .l i

were eseno ally deadbea., A st:gh. bank !s estabtisled n the proper

direction when p.ds:.ng the rudder pedaLt%:.gr.t pedal p:,dte,.t rig. - an. ,

Gear Shift:

Twenty gear shifts into tow rotor rpm (324 were accomplished

during the evalua,:on. Pr:or to gear shifting the collect:.,e pitch

range shift must b! used. This device allows more pz-cl to be applied

to the rotors thar. the normal range of co!ec-tve operation could

provide. The reader may think of ths in elther of the following

manners:

The collect-ve pitch con.rot .:..ck is .'_!owed -o move to a new

low position from 3ts ph FsicalLv hl;), po5-:on !n -he cockpit while

holding constant blade collective pi-ch sett:-.g as the range shift
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switch is held forward, From thispoint the pilot may get a new

"bite" on the system

If the collective pitch control is held fixed then holding the range

shift switch forward w:11 put in about 15 degrees of collective pitch.

The gear shift procedure is as follows,

I. Starting from AM configurat.on, the collecrie pitch range

shift is put in. either by "beep.ng" or by a continuous

operation. If done continuously, a little practice is necessary

to coordinate co~lecrive stick movement ,o maintain ;prr..

2. Holding 90 to 95 knots IAS, cut power to idle.

3. Throw the clutch switch to disengage the hydraulic clutch

and thus permit the overrunning clutch to drive the rotors.

4. Pull up on colleci ie st:ck ,o slow propellers to 324 rprn.

5, Apply powe,.

The rpversp procedure applie. wl'.in shifrn g back, from Io"' r,-

propeller rpm The average rimo reqi:!red -o complete ,'h, gear

sh if.ng upera" o , la. aboj, 10 seco-de.

Though conversions were mad. withot al,'nude loss, some alkitv.de

must be lost ?n gear shi"'ng -he XV.3 because of .he necessitv o cu!

,power. This al':tide loss was genera'.!v about 400 to 500 feet

Other than a*2t.ude loss, no problem areas were noted during the

twenty gear shifts Ths was also accompl!shed. on occasion. d1r'n

wing stall.

Levet FUgh, at Low Propoe'er RPM Gear Ratio

Gear sh'f' -g "o .he rnor*, eff'c r-, I0' O, to: or r added .doi., ,I

knots to VmAX (112 knows TAS in (onfigur,'oor A-'i' .QOA foet den',y

altitude) and enabled .evel fl gb, above, 9000 feet dens:y w ,t' jdt

Vmax was limied becau.Re of pot, e a, *,Iabl!

At lowet allv'uidis a sm-', 100 'o 2'00 tom c :mn. ;c€ . i:,jv ex;ae,



Stability appeared good at level flight airspeeds. Responses to

control pulses were essentially deadbeat, similar to those obtained An

high rotor rpm. Since the rudder is unboosted, directional control

forces were high.

Steep turns were accomplished with no adverse effects.

Sideslips to 15 degrees were made without excessive blade flapping.

Rolling maneuvers were satisfactory. Maximum lateral st.ck

displacement was accomplished. The resulting roll rates were a

acceptable (20 degrees per second maximum). Rolls to 60 degree

bank angles were conducted. During these maneuvers blade flapping

remained low.

Vibration levels were tow.

During the program. the aircraft was flown in this low rpm reg-m. e

for a total of 3 hours and 15 minutes.

No problems vere encountered in this regime except at the higher

dive speeds as discussed under "High Speed Dives".

STALLS

Though there ts no stall warning in conflgurations A or AH, the

stall characteristics are nevertheless good. The stall is mild with

only slight pitchir.g at all power settings. There is no tendency to

roll or yaw. Stall speeds were 95 knots TAS in A and 98 knots in AF

at 5000 feet.

HIGH SPEED DIVES

The high speed regime was icrementally extended from 110
knots TAS in love! flight to 135 k..ts :n a d'-ve su.g lo. rotor rpin

gear ratio. 'The tei. work terminated at 155 kncs because all 'he

available collective pitch was utlized. Faster speeds co-ald only be

obtalred by ovcrpeeding the rpm (or mod:fv:N.g the ,cllective svsi.m

to incr3ase a,-table pitch).
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In the 120 to 140 knot TAS regime the p'-tot of the chase ship
rtported that the hor-.zontal stabilizer arnd elevator were buffeting
although the XV .3 p. lot could no,, detect ths tail buffet.. Accelero Mneter2
were installed -n the ips 0± the horizontal tail to define this phenomenonr.

Results showed that in AH4 a 4 /rev (34 cps) frequency predom-ma-'ed
With some 2/rekv (1-, cps) evident and in A !.he 2/rev (11 cps) predominate:!

with some 4/rev exodent. Doubte amplitudes were a maximium of abonr

1/2 inc1t. The modc of t .or-zonr.al ta-. was the asymmetric see-Saw"

type. The amplitudes increased only slightly with airspeed. Because

tail flutter wvas not evident and airspeed not an important factor. the

high speed invesdiga~qon was continued. The pilot was still unable to

detect any tail buffet at the maximum 1 55 kn~ot TAS dive point.

A stability ard conrollability in 'estigaton was conducted in

incremental. 9eeps up to and including 150 kr.ots TAS. The slab,!itv and
controll abili. char actey~stics de:,eriora,.ed in dhis hieh speed region.

The dynamic cOharac~erist-.cs wero- excellenm a-, 105 knots. Aboie 123)

krio-.s a wcakiv damrped p 'rhing oscilLa.:.ort (the shore. period mode)

begins t'o appear.

A. the time of +:,s wr ing nsfi~n data has beer ri-duccd anid

analvzed to poS-"1'r IV deftre this plhenomenor.

One possible reason for ihe weakness of '.be short period

longitudinal dvimamic stab, i.-.v -9 the sho-ri d--;anrr or, this airplane

between the hor~zonlal -ail and wing Anot-her is the destab-.1i::g

effect of tlhe reltatiel.v large proptLiler blade Rrea.

The vibra*;on level at 95 knots 1AS is ,;(arv low. At 100 knots

this level inc reases bixt bilids jp onl, s!;ghtlv w_-th further inc veasrs

in ar speed Ar af- p1i-'s( of rbo- sick prod,;.. ed a weakl.. dampe,!

oscilia'.ion. Whb'n the nose raised. follour-ig an aft P,.4 !herc v

no blade fPappirig ipparenrij I-OwO er, as I-e 'io:*, lov~ered * 1%yrc wa

noticeable btade flappir'g i'4h-ch g sppi-e- - :i-rriP reophr.-



and on the oscillograph records. Blade flapping could also be felt.

in yawing maneuvers but was not a factor in rolling muneuvers. Full

deflection aileron rolls were accomplished without approaching blade

flapping limitations. Blade flapping is a design problem in this

configuration and reprebents a possible limiting factor in maneuvering

longitudinally (nosing down) and in yaw. To minimize this factor !he

contractor has used 20 degrees delta 3 (pi.ch-flap coupling angle

between blade flapping "hinge" and blade feathering "hinge") which

mechanically reduces blade pitch as that blade flaps up. Increased

delta 3 appears to be required. However, as delta 3 is increased,

conrrol is decreased during helicopter operation unless additior.al

cyclic control :.s provided. Therefore. in future designs using an

ncreased delta 3, 1. must be determined :f t1here are arv limitat:ons

in prov:ding the addi,:onal cyclic control.

It may also be des:rabte to droop the masts below 90 degreef,

say 9Z or 93, s.rcc the ap' ., ,, of he wing, ct sets a!-. Laip ng.

STOL EVALUATION

On 30 June 1959, a brief STOL evaluation was conducted at

Bakersfield, California. The tests were conducted at Bakersfield

because of favorable wind conditions and because the low elevation

(492 feet) increased performance, and thereby saietv in this low

speed region. Twenry-four take-offs and landc-gs were photograph:callv

recorded with a Fa:rchild Theodolite camera The large dual rubber

wheels were attached to the skids, the ven,.ra Lf:n was removed (to

permit higher flare angLes), and wing tip skids were :nstatled (to

protect wing tip pylons in case of roll). Cond:'ojns were 4570 pounds

gross weigi', a cg 1. 0 inches aft of neutral, 490 feet pressure alt:tude,

OAT 23 degrees C average, flaps up, full throttle and 2400 engine rpm.

Undr ,hese cond.:ons, 'Ye aircrelf should *'6,e bcen, capbi.' of hoen--.
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inches off the ground. The runway was hard surfaced and had no slope.

Configuration Climb Out TAS Distance Over 50 Fcot
kt Obstacle - it

H 30 470

H 40 625

C71/2 40 550

Cis 40 515

H 45 770

C7/2 45 635
CiS 45 585
C 7V2 50 745
ci5 50 670

Test work was limited to a minimum of 30 knots TAS because of 'he

marginal stability and controllabili'y characteristics .n dhe Low speed

regice. plus the acceleration resulting from the steep slcpe of the

backside of the power curve made it nearly impossible to avoid

accelerating past a low climb speed once trans:tional l:fr %,as obtained

From a performance standpoint the airspeeds were too high to

define the airspeed for minimum take-off distance. Consequently.

minimum distances over a 50 foot ob3tac, ! may be much 'Lover than

the distances given in the preceding table Furthermo'-e *here was

insufficient time *o develope an optimurn 'ake-off or |ardv g techru--q.e

In any case, the results show that. the dis.ances decrease as conversi-.

angle is increased to 15 degrees, at. leas' n this high.r aJrspeed

regime (above 30 knots TAS). C 15 was "aker as the pr it .cal "e'

limit although the rotors will convert to nboo, C30 before contacting

the ground.

Betow climb speed the H and CI 5 speed power cur-,ts colrc.dc
Thit implies that STOL performa&c . fho:1A be' esseni.-ltJv ,rdcze&t.:._

of convezs.on .rigle in the 0 to Z5 knu regime.
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ENVIRONMENTAL PRACTICABILITY

The XV-3 has a low disk loading which is a highly desirable

feature for operational suitability. The XV-3, with a 5.5 pound per

square Loot disk load:ng, should be capable of operation in and out

of unprepared areas with minimum hindrance to the ground crew.

During the tes" program the aircraft was operated off the edge of the

taxi-way and from 'he lake bed at Edwards Air Force Base. These

areas should not be considered typical unprepared areas; however,

the feature was indicated by take-offs and landings that were conducted

on an area in the lake bed that was covered with a heavv layer of

fine dust. No adverse effects or.her thanadusty aircraft were noted.

The pilot did not have to "go IFR" as ;.s frequently necessary in the

H-37 and its 7. 7 pounds per square foot disk loadng. Downwash

behavior was typical of helicopters. At the time of this writing it is

very questionable whe'her VTOL's (except for the XV-1 and XV-3 type)

will actuilly be suitable for operation from unprepared areas. Even

the tilt-rotor will lose its operation suitabtlity if future designs

incorporae high disk 'oadings. If disk load:ng above 10 pounds per

Loot (approximately) are used, the tilt-rotor conftgurat.on then

assumes the disadvantage of increased do'. ,asi- 'elocities plus

compromised safety In tho areas of autorotation and slow speed

operation wht. re large rotors provide inhereut safety

AIRCRAFT AVAILABILITY AND RELIAE'ILITY

The XV-3 compiled the best availability record in the history of

rotary wing tes work at Edwards Air Force Base. Starting on 21 May

1959 (date of check flight by contractor) ,he aircrtft was available

for flight test work between 0530 and 0730 hours on each of the next

44 consec,rive cai.ondar days Thirtv-et.ht teSws were actually

conducted durin; the 44 calerdar day period (38 work~mx days).

Maintenance req."rements during the program cLere modest. It
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should be pointed out that an experienced BeLV crew consisting of

3 mechanics, 1 inspector, 1 Intrumentation technician and I foreman,

maintained the XV-3 during AFFTC's evaluation, and that this crew,

on several occasions, worked more than an 8 hour day as required for

daily inspections and/or for changes in the test configuration. It can

be justifiably argued that a. 44 day period is too short for firm

statements regarding the availability and reliability of a til.-ror.or

VTOL.



CONCLUS:ONS

Several unacceptable deficiencies were noted during the limited

flight evalualio.. The most :mportan! question is whether these

deficiencies are hardware problems peculiar tofte XV-3 itself, or

whether they are onberent deficencies in any tilt-rotor VTOL design.

It is felt that caution must be exercised in ass:gning any deficiency

to a configuratiorn before all the data has bepn reduced and analyzed

in det.a:il. T.e following unacceptable d#-ftc.encles are known to be

peculiar to the XV-3 O.self. The firal report will discuss wbeth. r

they are or are not inherent in the tilt-rotor destgn to the degre

warranted by a limited flight evalua~ion.

1. Instabilir.v in horering flight.

a. Erratic lateral dart..ng tcndenc:es :n ground effect.

b. Pers-s'ent roll oscillation abo'it '.th [ongirud-nral -)xi!

in ground effect.

c. Sudden requirem nt for a large increase in power as

hovering f'.ght is approached.

Z. Weak laeral-crec':or.al dynam-c -'ib-'"v and lorg;.,,jd,.al end

directional controllabil.hty in the low speed, low conversion angle

regime.

3. Excessive trans:en; biade flapping during longi'.'udinal and

directional maneuvering in airplane fl:gh .

4. Weak lon itud rial dmnamic stabi'.v'y (short period) in a!rplane

flight at dive speeds.

5. High parasi.e drag.

Additional unacceptable deficiencies ,ha, are pecuhlir "o the XV.3

itself and which a.e known to ha,,e s'.a: fo ,.rd sno.--r.s -re as

follows:
1. Unduly complca'ed pilotage requ:red due ,o m'tviude of co.kpi,

cont rols.
2. Ejection .3vs-etn • beccus, t* 7; dw,',nard a-- !,j pi,.'eret '



bungee cords.

3. Skid landing gear.

4. Poor performance due to low installed power (actually the
propulsion svsrem u-lUzes tli- low installed power efficiently).

The XV-3 exhibited *.he following good features that are considered
to provide highJlr des-rable cliaracteristics for any VTOL aircraft.

1. Easo a o~e~~ 3nd rc.convers~on. No scheduling of variables,

such as airspeed, conversion ang',.e, erc., is required.
2. Safety:

a. Rotor damping ant'h inertia.

b. Aut-orotastonal capability.

c. Power-off reconversion capability.

3. Operatiora.1 prac!!cab..r, primarily because of low disk loading,

and reasonable noi.se levels.

4. Aircraft and rotor prope*-'.er control and bebavor during wtng stall.

5. Good SI&IL capabiury.

6. Non-dependence on etectron-c augmentation for st.abiiy and con'roi.

7. Excellen reliabiiy and a'-ailabi1:'tv. Modest mnaintenance

requirements.

8. Low vibral,on levels.

During Qhe fl~gbt e'ia.-uanon +ere we-e ro maneujvers vkempted

that were not safely cornple'ed. No vobat.cs were ar'~empted. Full
deflection aileron. ro!'.s, s,.eep tiurrs, and sitalls were easily accornpishe..

Operation oi~er a w:.de rarge, of ro-.or rpm (250 to 600), power on 3rnd

off, without any apparent ro'.or irnst~b-li- was commen~dable. The

XV-.,oontrat od '1ka he I." -toor VTOL co-cop' :s riv-
praetocol w'itb safe, . and reomp!oxitv cnrrpaivable o lecopers. Th -
versa,f 4 i vlwhile opeta :ng ;. i','ermed .a'e con--ers~on argles %-.is

excellent. Ccorrolct-ovi of tI. p.-4-n* defir~crr-es -" 8 fujeure det's'-
should v-oeld a prac cal VTOI,, c );;il of ope rar-,r front. urnp!ep.



landing sites, with good low speed handling quatitles and

performance (comparable to modern helicopters), and satisfactory

high speed capabili:y. Some of the problem areas must be

investigated iu more de'ail before they can be complewly defined

as discussed in "RecommendatJions". Thus it would be premature

to conclude thb! all deficienc4.es are of the hardwar, #.ype and nore

are inherent. !n the oIr-ro,.or princ;p!,.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Due t~o the limited nature of the AFFTC flight evaluation it. was

im possible to !nvestigate all detailed problem areas. it is recommended

that additiona; flight :es*. ng be conducted on the XV-3 in its presemnt

state to supplement thie AFFTC evaluation as follows:

1. Remove the wing struts. Characteristics with a flexible

wing shouid be .nvesltigated Po determine if a rilting rotor is

compat.ble w..h a flexible wing as necessarily required

(from a weight standpoint) on. a large aircraft. Removing

the wing struts on -hie XV-3 would be an important first

step in establ~shing these characteristics.

Z. Investigate autorotation&l touchdown capability in more

detail. AYFTC did conduct an actual autorotauonal. .ouck -

down wit.hout difficulty. However, touchdowm 'aas tv..aaed

at about, 30 krots TAS. Tho usefulness of -.h-.s apparently txce'

len-t conf,-wjra-on for fPare -out la-rdtngs should be fur''r

explored.

C30, Preitrnty the d-fferent;a. co*.ect.ve control tro't

control-; )s irLarlyy"tashtd '-.it &rth conversion angle :- t

XV - 3 it : s 'e ry m:mp. i to d- sc on-ec t this9 cofltro wa sho ;t

featuro. Thus at %vo,.d be re'.Ft~vely simple to est~vb)lsh

whe'ther d.sronnectirig the' %%t'* !vAshotit for the. f- rst

port.or of the. cc~vrs -r wn..d P.:mi'1ate the vivro'

coip"ig prob em,

4. invest.goite ,be ho'.er:ng reg~mP -r deta.! tc def'n*! the

latera! a;:rcrraft ntb'te.Th P vw'. d recogsar-ly *nc ',dP

rotor dow.rujoh bohavior 11 groind effet.,

5. lnvest-g~te the rffocts el *~ large :ncrosse ~r''o'

corntroi fo~r hcavrrg. Th. P does -ot roqlu're 9,m,1'~~~,

Add.# ori finr ij otv c vntro~*csr 1), ovI') ned 4 j' e, :g



the present XV-3 control systent although longltudlinol

control will decrease as directional control increases.

6. Investigate the effects of increasing the conversion angle
to 9Z or 93 degrees. It is believed that the upwamh ahead of

the wing causes aft blade fl.apping in the present airplane

configuration of 90 degrees conversion angle. A 2 to 3

degree increase of conversion ang!e can be obtained, without

modification, by re-rigg-.ng without changing the 0 degree

mast ang!,e setting. Further increases of convers-.on angle

for airplane flight can also be obtained, withcut mod.ficat.-or~,

by re-rigging but only by .miting the helicopter conf.-.guration

to a small conversion angle instead of the present 0 degree

mast angle.

7. If the tilt-rotor pr,-nciple 1-s considered for a production

VTOL aircraft it is recommended that the XV-3 be considered

for modification as required to evaluate the effects of a h.,gher

disk load-.ng (say 10 pounds pt-r square foot), paras:te drag

reduction, wheel landmg gear, s--mificat:on of p:iot

cont rols, and if possible higher speed a~rplane R ight. Such

data woiuld be valuable for conetrijct on of a prototyrpe t-:t-

rotor vehicte.
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